How students will engage with each of the phenomena

UNIT STORYLINE

HANDS-ON/
LAB ACTIVITIES

Why are living things different from one another?
Lesson Question

Phenomena or Design Problem

LESSON 1

What we do and figure out

VIDEOS
OR IMAGES

DATA SETS

READINGS

COMPUTER
INTERACTIVES

How we represent it

We observe a bull and other animals that have extrabig muscles. We develop initial models to explain
what could be causing this phenomenon. We also
realize that there is a range of musculature in animals,
and we identify variations in traits other than
musculature in different organisms. After listing
related phenomena, we develop a Driving Question
Board and ideas for future investigations.

3 days

How do organisms get their
differences?
Anchoring Phenomenon

There are cattle (and several other animals)
that have extra-big muscles.

We figure out these ideas:
Some cattle and other animals have extrabig muscles like we have never seen before,
and we are not sure how they got that way.
There are many variations of characteristics
(traits) in living things.
We have a lot of questions and ideas to
pursue.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We think investigating how these animals got their extra-big muscles will help us figure out variations in many living things. We already have some ideas about muscles, but we’re
wondering what we would see if we could look more closely at them and compare the muscles of animals with extra-big muscles to those with typical muscles. And how do muscles even work? Can we zoom in
even closer than the cells?

LESSON 2

We observe images and video animations about what
muscles look like up close and how muscles work. We
compare photos and data about muscle cells from
extra-big-muscled animals and typical ones.

1 day

How do extra-big muscles
compare to typical ones up
close?
Investigation

Students view videos and images of muscle
composition and analyze data from extrabig-muscled animals versus typically muscled
animals showing differences in muscle cells.

We figure out these ideas:
Proteins are important structures in the
body made of atoms.
Muscles move by shortening (contracting)
and lengthening (relaxing) with help from
specific proteins called actin and myosin.
Extra-big muscles have more muscle cells
than typical ones, those cells are larger in
area, and they have more mass.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: Since we figured out that bigger muscles have more cells, more area, and more mass, we’re wondering where that matter is coming from to make those bigger muscles. We think
that matter comes from food, but we also think exercise makes bigger muscles, so next we want to explore how diet and exercise affect muscle size.

Lesson Question

Phenomena or Design Problem

LESSON 3

What we do and figure out

How we represent it

We evaluate information in texts, images, graphs, and
tables in order to determine the effect of diet and
exercise on muscle growth.

1 day

How do diet and exercise
affect muscle size?
Investigation

Data in text, images, graphs, and charts show
the effect of diet and exercise on muscle
growth.

We figure out these ideas:
Exercise and diet play important roles in
building muscles. Exercise has a large
influence on musculature. Diet has a small
influence on musculature.
During exercise, tension on the muscle
fibers leads to microtears, which interfere
with actin and myosin. These tears are
repaired, resulting in thicker and longer
muscle fibers.
Protein from food is required to build and
maintain muscle.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: Since we have figured out the role of diet and exercise in building muscles, we want to investigate what these cattle are eating and how they are exercising to get their extra-big
muscles.

LESSON 4

We update our classroom consensus model to
include our findings about the role diet and exercise
play in making muscles. We attempt to apply our
class model to explain how the extra-muscled cattle
would have developed their muscles, but we realize
the model cannot explain the differences in
musculature we see. We learn more about the diet
and habits of these cattle by listening to a farmer
who raises them, and we also find out that the calves
that grow up to be heavily muscled are born with
more muscles than calves that don’t grow up to be
heavily muscled. We discuss how this information
impacts our model.

1 day

What is different about the
food and exercise for cattle
with extra-big muscles?
Problematizing

A farmer talks about the lifestyle and diet of
extra-big, heavily muscled cattle. Images of
baby cattle show that heavily muscled
animals are born with bigger muscles.

We figure out these ideas:
Diet has a small influence on musculature
for cattle with extra-big muscles.
Exercise also has a small influence on
musculature for cattle with extra-big
muscles.
Diet and exercise can’t explain all the
variation we see in musculature so there
must be other factors involved.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: Now that we know that heavily muscled cattle are born like that, we are wondering what else (other than diet and exercise) might be causing this difference, and we think it is related
to their families.

Lesson Question

Phenomena or Design Problem

LESSON 5

What we do and figure out

How we represent it

We analyze cattle family photos to find patterns
between relatedness and musculature. We wonder
how muscles actually get from parents to offspring,
and we zoom in to look at the chromosomes inside
sperm and egg cells. We make connections between
the karyotype of an offspring’s muscle cell and
chromosomes in the sex cells of the parents.

2 days

Where do the babies with
extra-big muscles get that
trait variation?
Investigation

Pedigrees of cattle show patterns between
relatedness and musculature. We can see
chromosomes in images of sperm, eggs, and
muscle cells.

We figure out these ideas:
If an individual is heavily muscled, both
parents have extra-big or medium muscles.
Chromosomes are passed from parents to
offspring when the sperm and egg fuse
during fertilization.
Egg and sperm each have half the number
of chromosomes as the muscle cells.
The karyotype shows that muscle cells have
two of each kind of chromosome.
In each pair of chromosomes shown on the
karyotype, one chromosome is from the
egg the other is from the sperm.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that phenotypes of offspring result from something parents pass on, and we also saw that an offspring’s chromosomes result from the parents’ egg and sperm. We
wonder how chromosomes might be connected to an individual’s phenotype.

LESSON 6

We consider the scale of chromosomes and proteins,
then reorganize cattle photos that include new
information about each individual’s chromosomes
and myostatin proteins. We construct initial models
showing the patterns we found, and construct a
consensus model to explain the correlations we see.
We read and synthesize articles to find evidence of
cause-effect relationships among allele, protein, and
phenotype.

2 days

How do chromosomes cause
cattle to be born with extrabig muscles?
Investigation

The cattle photo cards we analyzed last time
and organized into pedigrees now include
images of protein(s) found in their bodies and
data about their genotype, so we can look for
patterns related to the heavily muscled
phenotype.

We figure out these ideas:
Chromosomes have specific regions called
genes, and the different possible forms of
the genes are called alleles.
The different alleles of the genes (the
genotype) determine the protein(s) that
gets made.
Different forms of a protein, like myostatin,
can lead to variations, like extra-big or
typical muscles.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We have figured out so many parts of our anchoring phenomenon that we’re ready to put the pieces together and update our consensus model next time, and then we can decide
where we need to go after that.

Lesson Question

Phenomena or Design Problem

LESSON 7

What we do and figure out

How we represent it

We update our classroom consensus model and
revise our initial models to include our recent findings
about the roles of genes, alleles, and the myostatin
protein in development of the typically, medium-,
and heavily muscled phenotypes. Using our model,
we predict that a sibling’s phenotype will be the
same, but we see examples of cattle siblings with
different phenotypes, so we need to figure out more
about that next time.

2 days

How does an animal get
extra-big muscles?
Putting Pieces Together

Students put together the pieces of recent
phenomena: cattle karyotypes; chromosomes
in sperm, egg, and offspring’s cells; genotype;
and myostatin data.

We figure out these ideas:
The alleles an animal gets from the sperm
and egg of its parents (its genotype)
determine the myostatin protein(s) that
animal produces, which influences the
musculature (phenotype) we see.
Our model predicts that siblings will look
the same, but that’s not the case for actual
cattle (or other examples we know).

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: According to our model, offspring get alleles from their parents which give directions for proteins that lead to the phenotype we see. So then, siblings should all look the same, but
they don’t. Why is that?

LESSON 8

We investigate the inheritance patterns of the
myostatin gene by comparing the proportion of
different genotypes collected from pedigrees that
show the results of known crosses. We use simple
mathematical models to help us predict the outcome
of known genetic crosses.

2 days

Why don’t offspring always
look like their parents or their
siblings?
Investigation

Offspring don’t always look like their parents
or their siblings even though biological siblings
get their genes from the same two parents.

We figure out these ideas:
We can predict the proportion of offspring
with different genotypes, and hence
phenotypes, based on the genotypes of the
parents.
The likelihood of getting various
phenotypes based on the parents’
genotypes for the myostatin protein is
linked to the phenomenon that alleles
separate into different sex cells and can
recombine at fertilization in ways different
than what was seen in either parent.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figure out we have the tools to choose certain individuals to mate in order to get offspring with the most desirable phenotypes, and we wonder if the cattle farmers are also
doing this, and if so, how?

Lesson Question

Phenomena or Design Problem

LESSON 9

What we do and figure out

How we represent it

We read three articles about how farmers breed
animals for selected-for trait variations, and we run a
computer simulation to control breeding in order to
create individuals with selected-for trait variations.

2 days

How do farmers control the
variation in their animals?
Investigation

Articles and a computer simulation allow the
class to work with selective breeding to see
how certain combinations of alleles lead to
generations with costly or beneficial
outcomes.

We figure out these ideas:
Over time, farmers can use selective
breeding to change the trait variations in a
population of sexually reproducing
organisms.
Some mutations can have beneficial effects
and some can have negative effects on an
organism.
In selective breeding, people choose which
individuals with beneficial trait variations are
bred more often together than individuals
without those beneficial trait variations.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We’ve done a lot to work toward answering our original question about why living things are different from each other. Let’s check in on the DQB and pick some questions we’d like
to address next time we meet.

LESSON 10

After a brief navigation conversation, we work
independently to demonstrate understanding on a
midpoint assessment--a transfer task involving
goldfish breeding.

1 day

How can we use our model to
explain a different trait
variation?
Putting Pieces Together

The probability of a goldfish offspring having
certain color scales (brown, transparent, or
speckled) can be predicted based on the
phenotype of its parents.

We figure out these ideas:
Our model to explain trait variations from
the parents’ genotypes to the offspring’s
phenotype can be used to explain a
phenomenon other than cattle
musculature.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We want to revisit our DQB to take stock of what we’ve figured out and what questions we still have to answer.

Lesson Question

Phenomena or Design Problem

LESSON 11

What we do and figure out

How we represent it

We check in on our DQB to acknowledge what we’ve
figured out so far and take note of where we still have
questions about organisms other than cattle and
traits other than muscles. We sort images of other
organisms and discover that their variations
encompass a continuous range rather than a few
distinct phenotypes. Based on our model, we record
new questions to drive further investigation.

1 day

How can we answer the rest
of our questions?
Problematizing

Organisms have traits with patterns of
variation that are different from what we saw
in the cattle musculature.

We figure out these ideas:
Variations can be a continuous range, not
always distinct types or categories.
We have a lot of questions about other
organisms and the variations we see in their
traits.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We want to investigate whether plants even have genetic material so we know if our model applies to them.

LESSON 12

We question whether plants also have genetic
material and wonder if there is an investigation that
would allow us to see that material. We watch a video
of a scientist isolating genetic material from animal
cells and then we plan an investigation to break open
plant cells (strawberries) and see if we can isolate the
same material from them. We carry out our
investigations and discuss the results as a class.

1 day

Do plants have genetic
material?
Investigation

Genetic material can be visualized inside both
animal and plant cells.

We figure out these ideas:
Genetic material is so small we can’t see it
when it is from only a single cell (and we
usually can’t see single cells without a
microscope).
There is a lot of genetic material in each cell
because there are thousands of genes in
each cell.
There are many cells in a small sample of
muscle or plant tissue, so we are able to get
enough genetic material out of the cells to
see it.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that plants have genetic material like animals do, and we are wondering if they also pass on genetic material to their offspring using sperm and eggs like animals do.

Lesson Question

Phenomena or Design Problem

LESSON 13

What we do and figure out

How we represent it

After determining that flowers are involved in plant
reproduction, we investigate their structures,
comparing their functions to reproductive structures
in humans. We obtain information about how the
structures of flowers can interact specifically with
different pollinators. Revisiting the trait variations that
we saw in Lesson 11, we read and watch videos about
how farmers breed and propagate plants.

2 days

How do plants reproduce?
Investigation

The structures of flowers have similar
functions to the reproductive structures in
humans, which can help us discern the
reproductive process in plants.

We figure out these ideas:
Flowers have structures involved in sexual
reproduction, including structures
equivalent to sperm and egg cells.
Some structures of flowers (and/or seeds)
increase the chances of the plant’s
reproduction by attracting and using
animals.
Sexual reproduction in plants results in
genetic variation that people can take
advantage of to selectively breed for
desirable trait variations.
Some plants can also reproduce asexually
(on their own or with human assistance),
resulting in offspring with the identical
phenotype as their parents.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We know that many plants can reproduce and pass on their variations both sexually and asexually. But cattle can only reproduce sexually. There are a lot of other organisms with
variations. How do they reproduce?

LESSON 14

We work in small groups to research and share about
an organism that uses asexual reproduction. We
discuss how the genetic information of offspring
from asexual reproduction compares to that of the
parent. We observe a video of planarian regeneration,
and we discover that the resulting planaria do not
always look identical.

2 days

(How) do other organisms
reproduce without sperm and
eggs?

We figure out these ideas:
Several different methods of asexual
reproduction all result in genetically
identical offspring.
We test our asexual reproduction model by
looking at planeria and find they are not
identical.

Investigation

Planaria reproduce asexually by being cut
into pieces then regenerating, as shown in a
video. Other organisms also reproduce
asexually.
⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: The planaria we have observed have different phenotypes, yet they have the same genetic information. What could be causing these phenotype differences?

Lesson Question

Phenomena or Design Problem

LESSON 15

What we do and figure out

How we represent it

We integrate information from images and text about
how planaria color was affected by light exposure,
and we consider how environmental factors like light
might influence other ranges of variation we’ve seen.
We obtain scientific information from texts about
color variation in apples and flamingos and then
construct and use models to explain the different
environmental factors that cause the range of
variation we see in apple and flamingo colors.

1 day

How do we get variations if
the genetic information is
exactly the same?
Investigation

When exposed to light, planaria lose their
pigment. Apple redness depends on
temperature and light, among other factors.
Flamingos get their pink color from the food
they eat.

We figure out these ideas:
Environmental factors can cause a
continuous range of variation.
We begin to notice that different
environmental factors and genetic factors
can influence trait variation to different
degrees.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: The three phenotypes we saw in cattle musculature were caused by genetic influences, and now we’ve seen examples of more-continuous ranges of variation caused by
environmental factors. We want to investigate more examples of variation to see if that pattern holds true: Do environmental factors always result in a range of variation, and do genetic factors result in distinct
groups?

LESSON 16
2 days

How much of trait variation in
a population is controlled by
genes or by the environment?
Investigation

Articles about trait variation in organisms
show that the variations are due to a
combination of genetic and environmental
factors.

We investigate the variation found in wheat kernel
coloration to learn this trait is controlled by more
than one pigment-producing gene. We use this new
idea in addition to what we learned about
environmental factors in Lesson 15 to update our
classroom consensus model explaining variation we
see in cattle musculature. We investigate the
distribution of human arm span lengths and
independently use our model to explain which
factor(s) affect arm span. Finally, we share our
models in small groups and hold a Consensus
Discussion about what we figured out about these
influences on all traits.
We figure out these ideas:
Different traits and variations are influenced
differently by genes and environment.
Most trait variations are influenced by a
combination of multiple genes and the
environment and to varying degrees
depending on the trait.
It is rare to have a single gene influence a
trait variation.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We think we’re ready to close out our DQB--we can answer our driving question now!

Lesson Question

Phenomena or Design Problem

LESSON 17

We revisit our Driving Question Board to evaluate and
answer our questions. We use this time to ask any
clarifying questions to refine our understanding about
our models for how living things are different from
one another. Then we demonstrate understanding on
a summative assessment transfer task involving
redwood trees.

2 days

Why are living things
different from one another?
Putting Pieces Together

Coast redwood trees have variation in their
heights in different areas of their environment.
Coast redwoods are more successful at
reproducing asexually than sexually, although
they can do both.

LESSONS 1-17
28 days total

What we do and figure out

How we represent it

